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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document describes the MyWay deployment process for the Berlin Living Lab in the
first two project phases (phase 0, phase 1). In accordance to an agile process, each project phase represents a full iteration between WP3 (development), WP4 (deployment)
and WP5 (execution). This work package takes an intermediate position and is responsible for utilizing the developed software components of WP3 and deploying them in realworld conditions of the Living Labs. In particular, we have identified 4 main tasks:
Backend Setup, Service Integration, User Recruitment and App Deployment. The first two
tasks refer to the setup of the MyWay backend infrastructure and connection to local service providers (e.g. local transport planners). In contrast, the latter two tasks are userrelated, involving the acquisition of test users and their provision of MyWay services via
the appropriate frontend application.
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